Know the foe…
Stanford University

- Location: Stanford, California
- Founded: 1885
- Enrollment: 17,178 (Fall 2017)
- President: Marc Tessier-Lavigne
- Distance from University of Utah: 771 miles

Did you know that……
- Former Governors of Utah Olene Walker and Scott Matheson received degrees from Stanford.
- In 1902, the Mormon Tabernacle Choir performed a little used song from the 1890’s (written by a Stanford professor) called “Hail, Stanford, Hail” during a performance on campus. The response was so positive that it was adopted as the school song and remains the fight song to this day.
- In the early 2000’s the Utah Jazz drafted a Stanford player (Jarron Collins, 2001) and made a draft-night trade for another (Curtis Borchardt, 2002). Other Stanford alum to play for the team include Adam Keefe and Brevin Knight. Former Cardinal women's basketball players Jennifer Azzi and Kate Starbird spent time with the Utah Starzz, prior to the team relocating.
- Award-winning computer scientist Alan Kay earned a Master's degree and Ph.D. from the University of Utah. Upon graduation, he became a researcher at Stanford. He is one of the fathers of Object-Oriented Programming.

Popular Majors:
- Computer Science
- Human Biology
- Engineering
- Science, Technology, and Society
- International Relations
- Mathematics
- Symbolic Systems

This and That:
- Stanford has more graduate students (10,116) than undergraduate (7,062).
- The official name of the school is “Leland Stanford Junior University”. The founders of the University, Leland and Jane Lathrop Stanford, named it after their son, who died of Typhoid fever in 1884.
- Student to Faculty Ratio of 4 to 1.